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Abstract
With the emergence of reconfigurable FPGA circuits as a

credible alternative to GPUs for HPC acceleration, new com-

pilation paradigms are required to map high-level algorith-

mic descriptions to a circuit configuration (High-Level Syn-

thesis, HLS). In particular, novel parallelization algorithms

and intermediate representations are required. In this pa-

per, we present the data-aware process networks (DPN), a

dataflow intermediate representation suitable for HLS in the

context of high-performance computing. DPN combines the

benefits of a low-level dataflow representation – close to the

final circuit – and affine iteration space tiling to explore the

parallelization trade-offs (local memory size, communication

volume, parallelization degree). We outline our compilation

algorithms to map a C program to a DPN (front-end), then

to map a DPN to an FPGA configuration (back-end). Finally,

we present synthesis results on compute-intensive kernels

from the Polybench suite.

CCS Concepts: • Hardware→ High-level and register-
transfer level synthesis; • Theory of computation →
Streaming models.

Keywords: High-Level Synthesis, Polyhedral Model, FPGA
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1 Introduction
Since the end of Dennard scaling, transistors can no longer

be miniaturized under a constant power density. Hence the

rise of power-efficient hardware accelerators [19] (Xeon-Phi,
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GPU, FPGA) which equip most embedded systems and high-

performance computers. Recently, reconfigurable FPGA cir-

cuits [8] have appeared to be a competitive alternative to

GPU [46] in the race for energy efficiency. FPGAs combine

both flexibility of programmable chips and energy-efficiency

of specialized hardware and appear as a natural solution.

However, designing a circuit is far more complex than writ-

ing a C program. Disruptive compiler technologies are re-

quired to generate automatically a circuit configuration from

an algorithmic description [10]. Also, FPGAs come with lim-

ited amount of on-chip memories (usually in MBs) that are

much smaller than HPC datasets of tens and even hundreds

of GBs. Hence, compiler techniques are required to spill effi-

ciently the data to an off-chip memory, as would do a register

allocation, and to schedule the operations so the computation
hides the communications. Even though FPGAs with faster

HBMs appeared recently, datasets keep growing and are usu-

ally much bigger than top of the line 16GB HBM memories.

For large datasets slower but much bigger, DDR memories

are still mandatory.

In this paper, we outline our experience towards the design

of a complete polyhedral-powered approach for high-level

synthesis (HLS) of supercomputing kernels to FPGA. We

cross fertilize polyhedral process networks (PPN) [42] with

our communication synthesis approach [2] to propose a new

dataflow intermediate representation which explicits both

parallelism and data spilling to the off-chip memory: the

data-aware process networks (DPN). We show how DPN and

PPN might be view as instances of regular process networks
(RPN), a general compilation-oriented dataflowmodel of com-

putation. RPN induces a general methodology of automatic

parallelization, that we believe to be appropriate for HLS

of supercomputing kernels to FPGA. Specifically, this paper

makes the following contributions:

• The Data-aware Process Networks (DPN), a dataflow

intermediate representation relevant for high-level cir-

cuit synthesis in HPC. DPN explicits the data spilling

to an external memory and makes it possible to tune

the circuit arithmetic intensity to fit the architecture

balance.

• The Regular Process Networks (RPN), a simple dataflow

representation for polyhedral programs which cap-

tures the partitioning of computations and communi-
cations. RPN subsumes DPN and PPN and induces a

general compilation methodology.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3446804.3446847
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• A compilation algorithm to translate a C program to

a DPN. In particular, we show how data spilling is

generated and how the DPN is parallelized.

• We outline the architectural choices involved in the

mapping of a DPN to an FPGA configuration, then

we present FPGA synthesis results on linear algebra

kernels.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines

the polyhedral model. Section 4 presents the regular pro-

cess networks, then the data-aware process networks. Sec-

tion 5 outlines the algorithms to translate a C program to a

DPN. Section 6 outlines the architectural choices involved

in the mapping of a DPN to an FPGA configuration. Section

7 presents experimental results. Section 8 presents related

work. Finally, Section 9 concludes this paper and draws re-

search perspectives.

2 Preliminaries
This section outlines the concepts of polyhedral compilation

used in this paper. In particular, we recall the dynamic single

static assignment form, from which the DPN are derived.

2.1 Polyhedral Model
The polyhedral model [14–16, 18, 31, 33] is a general frame-

work to design loop transformations, historically geared

towards source-level automatic parallelization [18] and data

locality improvement [9]. It abstracts loop iterations as a

union of convex polyhedra – hence the name – and data ac-

cesses as affine functions. This way, precise – iteration-level

– compiler algorithms may be designed (dependence analysis

[14], scheduling [16] or loop tiling [9] to quote a few) . The

polyhedral model manipulates program fragments consist-

ing of nested for loops and conditionals manipulating arrays

and scalar variables, such that loop bounds, conditions, and

array access functions are affine expressions of surrounding
loops counters and structure parameters (input sizes, e.g., N ).

Thus, the control is static and may be analyzed at compile-

time. With polyhedral programs, each iteration of a loop

nest is uniquely represented by the vector of enclosing loop

counters ®i . The execution of a program statement S at iter-

ation ®i is denoted by ⟨S, ®i⟩. The set DS of iteration vectors

is called the iteration domain of S . Figure 1.(b) depicts the
iteration domainsDS ,DT ,DU for our running example, the

Jacobi-1D kernel.

2.2 Dependences
Given an operation (i.e. an instance of some statement in

the program) ω, we write read(ω) (resp. write(ω)) the set
of addresses read (resp. written) by ω. There exists a depen-
dence from an operation s to an operation t iff s ≺seq t , both
operations access the same address and one access is a write.

When write(s) ∩ read(t) , ∅ (resp. read(s) ∩ write(t) ,
∅, write(s) ∩ write(t) , ∅), we have a flow dependence

and we write: s −→flow t (resp. anti: s −→anti t , output:
s −→output t ). Direct dependences are a special case of flow
dependences, which relate the production of a value to its

consumption. Direct dependences may be specified by a

function sourcek , mapping an operation ⟨T , ®j⟩ to the last

operation executed before ⟨T , ®j⟩, which writes its k-th read

address: sourcek (⟨T , ®j⟩) −→
flow ⟨T , ®j⟩ for any ®j ∈ DT . The

source function is always computable on polyhedral pro-

grams, the result is a piecewise affine mapping [14]. On our

running example, the dependence function for the read 1

(a[t − 1, i − 1]) of assignment T would be:

source1⟨T , t , i⟩ =

{
⟨T , t − 1, i − 1⟩ ∀(t − 1, i − 1) ∈ DT
⟨S, i − 1⟩ ∀t = 0 or i = 0

From dependence functions, a polyhedral program may be

turned to dynamic single assignment form. It suffices to sub-

stitute, for each assignment, the left hand side by S[®i], where

S is a fresh array associated to S and ®i is a vector with en-

closing loop counters of S . Then in the right hand side, we

substitute each read k by sourcek (⟨S, ®i⟩) where operations

⟨T ,u(®i)⟩ are rewritten as array reads T [u(®i)]. If we lift the
loops and we keep only the assignments, we obtain a sys-
tem of affine recurrent equations (SARE), which is a common

intermediate representation in polyhedral compilers:

S[i] = load(), if i ∈ DS
T [t , i] = (if (t − 1, i − 1) ∈ DT : T [t − 1, i − 1] else S[i − 1])
+(if (t − 1, i) ∈ DT : T [t − 1, i] else S[i])
+(if (t − 1, i + 1) ∈ DT : T [t − 1, i + 1] else S[i + 1])

U [i] = if i ∈ DU ∧T ≥ 2 : T [T − 1, i] else S[i]

Our main contribution, the data-aware process networks,

are derived from this representation.

2.3 Scheduling & Tiling
A schedule θS assigns each operation ⟨S, ®i⟩ with a timestamp

θS (®i) ∈ (Z
d ,≪). Intuitively, θS (®i) is the iteration of ⟨S, ®i⟩ in

the transformed program. A schedule is correct if ⟨S, ®i⟩ →
⟨T , ®j⟩ ⇒ θS (®i) ≪ θT (®j), the lexicographic order ensuring

that the dependence is preserved. The lexicographic ordering

overZd is naturally partitioned by depth:≪=≪1 ⊎ . . .⊎ ≪d

where (u1 . . .ud ) ≪
k (v1, . . . ,vd ) iff

(
∧k−1i=1ui = vi

)
∧ uk <

vk for 1 ≤ k ≤ d .
Tiling is a reindexing transformation which groups iter-

ation into tiles to be executed atomically. This make possi-

ble to tune the grain of computations and to distribute the

computations among compute units, while tuning the opera-

tional intensity of the program. Rectangular tiling reindexes

any iteration ®i ∈ DS to an iteration (®iblock , ®ilocal ) such that

®i = TS (®iblock , ®ilocal ), withTS (®iblock , ®ilocal ) = (diag ®s) ®iblock+
®ilocal , 0 ≤ ®ilocal < ®s where ®s is a vector collecting the tile

size across each dimension of the iteration domain. ®iblock is

called the outer tile iterator and ®ilocal is called the inner tile
iterator, and we write BS (®i) = ®iblock . The companion sched-

ule associated to the tiling θS (®iblock , ®ilocal ) orders ®iblock first
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to to ensure the execution tile by tile. The set of tiles obtained

by varying the last outer tile iterator is called a tile band. To
enforce the atomicity (avoid cross dependences between two

tiles), it is sometimes desirable to precede the tiling by an

injective affine mapping ϕS . The coordinates of ϕS (®i), for
®i ∈ DS are usually called tiling hyperplanes. In that case,

the transformation T −1S ◦ ϕS for some statements S is called

an affine tiling. Note that rectangular tiling is a particular

case of affine tiling where ϕS is the identity mapping. Figure

2.(a) depicts a possible tiling on our running example, with

ϕT (t , i) = (t , t + i). In [2], we proposed an optimal communi-

cation scheme for HLS based on tiling. For each tile ®iblock ,

we derived the minimal data set to load (Load(®iblock )) and
to store (Store(®iblock )). Then, we executed loads, computa-

tions and stores in a pipelined fashion. Data-aware process

networks will inherit from this apparatus.

3 Regular Process Networks
Since the early days of high-level synthesis, partitioning
techniques were designed to distribute the computations

across parallel units, while exploring the parallelism trade-

offs [26, 35–37]. On the other hand, dataflow representations

are natural candidates to represent the parallelism of an ap-

plication. For polyhedral programs, the Compaan project

propose to represent programs with polyhedral process net-
works (PPN) [25, 34, 39, 42], a dataflowmodel of computation

derived from SARE, with the Kahn process networks seman-

tics [21].

This section presents the regular process networks (RPN)
(Section 3.1), a simple dataflow representation for polyhedral

programs inspired by PPN, which captures the partitioning

of computations and communications. Although there is noth-
ing fundamentally new behind RPN (a RPN is nothing more

than a PPNwith a generic partitioning strategy), the cross fer-

tilization between the concept of partitioning and dataflow

representation gives us a general HLS design methodology

(Section 3.2), which drives the contributions presented in

this paper.

3.1 Regular Process Networks
Given a polyhedral program, we build a regular process net-
work (RPN) with the following operations:

• We partition the computation (iteration domains) into

processes: if D denotes the union of the iteration do-

mains of the program, any partitionD = D1⊎. . .⊎Dn
defines a set of processes {P1, . . . , Pn}, each Pi iterat-
ing over Di .

• We provide a schedule θi for each process Pi .
• Then, we partition the direct dependences into channels:
if→ denotes the direct dependence relation, any par-

tition→=→1 ⊎ . . .⊎ →m defines a set of channels

{1, . . . ,m} such that the data transferred by→c is con-

veyed through channel c . We say that→c is resolved
by channel c .
With this definition, the channel implementation is

completely abstracted. It could be a FIFO, a global/local

memory, a link between communicating FPGA, and

so on.

Formally:

Definition 3.1 (Regular process network (RPN)). Given a

program, a regular process network is a couple (P,C,θ ,ω)
such that:

• Each process P ∈ P is specified by an iteration domain

DP and a sequential scheduleθP inducing an execution

order ≺P over DP . Each iteration ®i ∈ DP realizes the

execution instance ωP (®i) in the program.

The processes partition the execution instances in the

program: {ωP (DP ) for each process P of P} is a parti-

tion of the program computation.

• Each channel c ∈ C is specified by a producer process

Pc ∈ P, a consumer process Cc ∈ P and a dataflow

relation→c relating each production of a value by Pc
to its consumption byCc : if ®i →c ®j , then execution ®i of

Pc produces a value read by execution ®j of Cc .→c is a

subset of the direct dependences from the iterations

of Pc in the program (ωPc (DPc )) to the iterations of

Cc in the program (ωCc (DCc )) and the set of→c for

each channel c between two given processes P and

C , {→c , (Pc ,Cc ) = (P ,C)}, is a partition of direct

dependences from P to C .

Example. Figure 1.(a) depicts a polyhedral kernel and

(b) provides the iteration domains for each assignment (•

for assignment load, • for assignment compute and ◦ for
assignment store). On Figure 1.(c), each execution ⟨S, ®i⟩ is
mapped to process PS : load iterations (•) are mapped to

process Load, compute iterations (•) are mapped to process

C , and store iterations (◦) are mapped to process Store. With

this straightforward partitioning, the instances mapped to

a process come from the same statement, hence the input

ports are the reads of the statement. The input/output ports

are depicted with black points. Dependences labeled by k
on the dependence graph in (b) are solved by the channel

k . With this dependence partitioning, we have a different

channel per couple producer/read reference. This way, the

input values can be read in parallel. We assume that, locally,
each process executes instructions in the same order than

in the original program: θ
load
(i) = i , θ

compute
(t , i) = (t , i) and

θ
store
(i) = i . Remark that the leading constant (0 for load, 1 for

compute, 2 for store) has disappeared: the timestamps only

define an order local to their process: ≺load , ≺compute and

≺store . The global execution order is driven by the dataflow

semantics: the next process operation is executed as soon as

its operands are available. □
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for i := 0 to N + 1
S(•) load(a[0, i]);

for t := 1 to T
for i := 1 to N

T (•) a[t , i] := a[t − 1, i − 1] + a[t − 1, i]+
a[t − 1, i + 1];

for i := 1 to N
U (◦) store(a[T , i]);

i

i

t

i

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

N = 7

1 2 3 4 5 = T

1

3

2

1

3

6

5

4

7

7

7

7

7

7

Load 2

1

3

C

4

5

6

7 Store

(a) Jacobi 1D kernel (b) Flow dependences (c) Regular process network

Figure 1. Motivating example: Jacobi-1D kernel. (a) depicts a polyhedral kernel, (b) gives the polyhedral representation of

loop iterations (•: load, •: compute, ◦: store) and flow dependences (red arrows), then (c) gives a possible implementation as a

regular process network: each assignment (load, compute, store) is mapped to a different process and flow dependences (1 to 7)

are solved through channels.

Execution Semantics. The execution of a RPN is locally
sequential (each process executes its operations sequentially)

and globally dataflow (for each operation, the process exe-

cutes once the input data are available). Hence, the execution

order is constrained by the producer/consumer dependences

between processes→ for the global dataflow part; and the

local sequential execution for each process Pi , ≺θi for the
local sequential part:

≺RPN ⊇ → ∪

(⋃
i

≺θi

)
Partitioning Strategy. The partitioning strategy presented

on the example (processes with instances of the same state-

ment, statement instances possibly split across several pro-

cesses, one channel per couple producer/read) defines the

class of polyhedral process networks (PPN) [25, 34, 39, 42] de-
veloped in the context of the Compaan project. In this paper,

we build on the PPN partitioning strategy to define an RPN

partitioning strategy (referred to as DPN, for data-aware

process networks), which explicit the data transfers between

the RPN and a remote memory.

Correctness. We may wonder how to constrain the par-

titioning strategy and the process scheduling to obtain a

correct RPN i.e. whose execution terminate and produces

the same output value than the program given the same

inputs. Actually, this is pretty open: for any partition, there

exists a process schedule leading to a correct execution. This

schedule is simply the original program schedule, or any

valid sequential program schedule. We point out that the

partitioning does not have to split the iterations into atomic

processes, it is not necessarily a tiling. At worst, mutual

synchronizations may hold between two processes.

Under scheduling constraints, the channels can always be

sized to ensure a correct execution, and avoid deadlocks: at

worse, the channels can be kept single-assignment. We point

out that depending on the partitioning of the channels, the

synchronizations may be hard to enforce. This optimization

criterion will be discussed later.

3.2 Compilation Methodology
Regular process networks are a very general family of inter-

mediate representations, that we believe to be appropriate

and effective for automatic parallelization and specifically

high-level synthesis of polyhedral kernels. RPN enforces the

following compilation methodology, that drives the contri-

butions discussed in this paper.

Partitioning Strategy. At compiler design time, choose a
partitioning strategy. This is clearly driven by the features of

the target architecture. In the specific context of HLS of high-

performance kernels which manipulate a huge volume of

data with an important data reuse, we propose the DPN (data-

aware process network) partitioning strategy, described in

the next section.

Front-End: Derive a RPN from a Program.

1. Apply the computation partitioning and find a schedule
θi for each process Pi . Many criteria can drive the

derivation of θi : throughput, parallelism, channel size

to quote a few.

2. Compile the process control (multiplexers for input ports,

demultiplexers for output ports, control loop nest or

FSM).

3. Compile the channels (type of channel, size/allocation
function, synchronizations).

In Step 1, scheduling a RPN to maximize the throughput is

still an open problem. Though, we propose a partial solution

for a single process, able reduce bubbles in the arithmetic

datapath [3, 4]. Steps 2 and 3 have been partially addressed
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in the context of PPN [39]. We show how to extend these

algorithms in the context of DPN.

Back-End: Map the RPN to the Target Architecture.
In addition to target-specific passes, the back-end should

feature simplification passes of the RPN representation. With

the PPN partitioning strategy, it is possible to factor the

channels [43] and the processes which share a lot of common

control. We also proposed a back-end algorithm to compact

affine control [6]. Section 6 will outline our back-end.

4 Data-Aware Process Networks
PPN were developed in the context of HLS of data-centric

embedded applications [12]. These applications manipulate

streams of data and/or reasonably small matrices, while keep-

ing a small number of data alive at the same time [38]. This

way, the total size of the channels stays reasonable. When it

comes to compute-intensive applications for high-performance

computing, things are totally different. Indeed, the computa-

tion volume and the data reuse are such that the total channel
size would literally explodes. With PPN, a matrix multiplica-

tion A × B would require to store the whole matrices A and

B in channels, which is clearly not possible with FPGA, as

the local memory size is at most a few tens of megabytes.

Hence, spilling strategiesmust be found, just as for register

allocation. As shown in [2], partitioning strategies must be

designed to split the application into reuse units (here tile
bands) where into a reuse unit, the data flows through local
memory and between two reuse units, the data flows through
a remote memory. This general principle inspires the DPN
partitioning.

Making Data Transfers Explicit. Given a loop tiling,

we consider the execution per tile band along the lines de-

veloped in [2]: a tile band acts as a reuse unit. Dependences
flowing in and out of the tile band are resolved through a

remote memory: incoming dependences are loaded from the

remote memory, outgoing dependences are stored to the re-

mote memory. Dependences into the tile band (source and

target in the same tile band) are resolved by a channel (in

the local memory). Figure 2 gives a possible DPN partition

(b) from a loop tiling (a) on the motivating example. The

loop tiling is defined by ϕT (t , i) = (t , t + i). Hence the two
tiling hyperplanes have the normal vectors ®τ1 = (1, 0) (“t”)
and ®τ2 = (1, 1) (“t + i”). By definition, the iteration domain

is sliced into tile bands by all the hyperplanes except the

last one, hence we obtain vertical bands). (b) depicts the tile

band with 4 ≤ t ≤ 7. Since tile band acts as a reuse unit,
incoming dependences (here 1,2,3) are loaded and outgoing

dependences (here 13,14,15) are stored to an external storage

unit. Dependences inside a band are resolved through chan-

nels (here 4 to 12). In other words, with the DPN partitioning

strategy, the reuse units are made explicit and the ratio com-

putation/data transfers can be tuned, simply by playing on

tile size parameters.

Adding Parallelism. Inside a band, the computations

may be split in parallel process with the enclosing tiling

hyperplanes (all the tiling hyperplanes except the last one).

On Figure 2.(a), each band is split in p = 2 sub-bands by the

hyperplane ®τ1 = (1, 0)
T
, separated by a dotted line. Each

sub-band is mapped to separate process on Figure 2.(b): C1

for the left sub-band,C2 for the right sub-band. With this par-

titioning strategy, we can tune the arithmetic intensity (A.I .)
by playing on the band width b (hereA.I . = 2×bN /2N = b)
and select the parallelism independently. Each parallel process
is identified by its outer tile counters

®ℓ (all, except the last

one). The parallel instance of C of coordinate
®ℓ is written C ®ℓ

(here we have parallel instances C0 and C1).

Dependence Partitioning. We distinguish between I/O
dependences, (→I/O source or target outside of the band e.g.
1, 2, 3 or 13, 14, 15), local dependences to each parallel pro-

cess (→local , source and target on the same parallel process

e.g. 4, 5, 6) and synchronization dependences between parallel

process (→synchro , source and target on different parallel

process e.g. 7, 8, 9). Again, I/O dependences are solved through
remote memory whereas local dependences and synchroniza-
tion dependences are solved through local memory.

Connection with the Canonic PPN Partitioning. Fi-
nally, the dependences are partitioned in such a way that

each new channel c ′ connects a single producer to a single

consumer (here original PPN channel 4 is split intoDPN chan-

nels 4, 7, 10): this is the property inherited from PPN. The

DPN partitioning will be denoted by (L,P ′,S,C′) where
L is the set of Load process, P ′ is the set of parallel pro-

cesses, S is the set of store processes Store and C′ is the set

of channels.

5 Front-End
This section outlines the main compilation steps to translate

a C program to a DPN.

Data Multiplexing/Demultiplexing. For each iteration,

a process retrieves the data from its input ports, computes

the result, and writes the result to the output buffer. For

instance process C1 on figure 2.(b) would execute iteration

(t = 4, i = 9) by (i) getting the data from load buffers 1, 2, 3,
compute the sum, and then write the data to buffers 4, 5, 6.
Also, iteration (t = 5, i = 9) would get the data from buffers

4, 5, 6, compute the sum and write the result to buffers 7, 8, 9
so they can be read by process C2. In turn, the execution of

process C2, at iteration (t = 6, i = 9) would read the data

from buffers 7, 8, 9, compute the sum and write the result to

buffers 10, 11, 12. Finally, iteration (t = 7, i = 9) would read
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Figure 2. Data-aware process network (DPN) for the
Jacobi-1D kernel. (a) computations are executed per band

(between red thick lines), tile per tile. Incoming dependences

(1,2,3) are loaded, outgoing dependences (13,14,15) are stored,

internal dependences (4 to 12) are solved through local chan-

nels depicted in (b). Parallelization is derived by splitting

a band with outer tiling hyperplanes (here the dotted line).

With this scheme, arithmetic intensity and parallelism can

be tuned easily.

the data from buffers 10, 11, 12, compute the sum and write

the results to the store buffers 13, 14, 15.
Each input port must be implemented by a multiplexor

selecting, from the current iteration, the buffer to read. Sim-

ilarly, the output port must be realized by a demultiplexor
selecting the output buffer(s) to write for the current iter-

ation. Each RPN (and in particular, DPN) compute process
follows a dynamic single assignment policy: the buffers are
assumed – in a first time – to be fully expanded, just as

SARE arrays. In a second time, the buffers are allocated un-

der global scheduling constraints. This way, the multiplexors

are just the SARE dependence functions, obtained from array

dataflow analysis, as depicted in Section 2. For instance, the

multiplexing for the second input port of processC on Figure

1.(c) would be:

mux2(t , i) =

{
← buffer5[t − 1, i] ∀(t − 1, i) ∈ DT
← buffer2[i] ∀t = 0

The demultiplexing may be deduced as follows. For each mul-

tiplexing clause← buffer[u(®iC )] ∀®iC ∈ D of a consumer

process C , add to the producer process P the following de-

multiplexing clause:

→ buffer[®iP ] ∀®iP ∈ u(D)

Communication Synthesis. On the DPN model of com-

putation, the data flowing in/out of a tile band must be re-

solved by an external memory. Starting from a canonical

PPN (e.g. Figure 1.(c)), we add incrementally the multiplex-

ing from the loads and to the store in the following way. For

each multiplexing clause← buffer[u(®iC )] ∀®iC ∈ D, select

the iterations with a source u(®iC ) from a different tile band:

D
to_load

:= ∪dim im BC−1
d=0 {®iC ∈ D,BC (u(®iC )) ≪

d BC (®iC )}

Notice the dim imBC − 1 which excludes the last tiling di-

mension. Then, add a multiplexing clause from the load

process, through buffer
Load,C :

← buffer
Load,C [uorg

(®iC )] ∀®iC ∈ Dto_load

Where u
org

denotes the original index function from the pro-

gram (e.g. for read 2 of process C : (t , i) 7→ (t , i)). This clause
will be set as prioritary, meaning that in case of ambiguity

with another multiplexing clause, this clause must be cho-

sen. Demultiplexing to the store is computed symmetrically:

each cut source iteration ®iP of the original producer process

P must redirect its result to the store process. Hence, we add

the P demultiplexing clause:

→ buffer
Store,P [uorg

(®iP )] ∀®iP ∈ u(Dto_load
)

Again, u
org
(®iP ) denotes the original index written in original

program. Finally, the load and store process are synthesized

and synchronized along the lines of [2].

Parallelization. The parallelization consists in splitting

the compute process iterations with the outer tiling hyper-

planes (excluding the last one). For each process C and each

sub-tile coordinate
®ℓ, we generate the process C ®ℓ with the

iteration domain:

DC ®ℓ
:= {®i ∈ DC ,ϕC (®i) = TC (®iblock , ®ilocal , ilast ) ∧ ®ℓ = ®ilocal/®s}

Where the local indices ®ilocal are separated from the last lo-

cal index ilast and ®s gathers the “cut step” across each tiling

dimension (on our example, s0 = 2). Each original multi-

plexing clause← buffer[u(®iC )] ∀®iC ∈ D from a producer

process P is rephrased as follow. For each parallel instances

P ®ℓ′ and C ®ℓ , add the multiplexing clause:

← bufferP ®ℓ′,C ®ℓ
[u(®iC )] ∀®iC ∈ D ∩ DC ®ℓ

s.t. u(®iC ) ∈ DP ®ℓ′

And the symmetric demultiplexing clause to P ®ℓ′ :

→ bufferP ®ℓ′,C ®ℓ
[®iP ] ∀iP ∈ u(DP ®ℓ′,C ®ℓ

)

With DP ®ℓ′,C ®ℓ
the set computed for the multiplexing clause.

Channel Selection and Sizing. So far, the DPN verifies

the dynamic single assignment property: the channels are

completely expanded, just like SARE arrays. For each chan-

nel, we analyze the communication pattern to select the

channel type (FIFO, FIFO+register, scratchpad). We apply

the method proposed in [40], briefly described thereafter.

When the consumer reads the data in the same order as the
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writes, we have an in-order communication pattern. When

each data is read only once, we have a read-once communi-

cation pattern. When we have both in-order and read-once,
the channel may be implemented by a FIFO. When in-order
but not read-once, the channel may be implemented by a

FIFO connected to register containing the read data (possibly

several times). When in-order does not hold, the channel is
implemented with an addressed buffer. Additional synchro-

nization mechanisms are then required [5].

Finally, we size the channel using an array contraction

technique [23] from our exact liveness analysis [1]. The re-

sult is the buffer size along each dimension as well as an

allocation function, mapping each single assignment chan-

nel cell ®i to a buffer cell σ (®i). This mapping is used only when

the channel is implemented with an addressed buffer.

6 Back-End
This section outlines the architectural choices involved in

the mapping of a DPN to an FPGA configuration.

Figure 3. BSP integration.

Figure 3 depicts the high-level HPC system that uses PCI-

Express attached FPGA boards. The user interacts with the

accelerator through a provided high level function call API

wrapper over the low level data transfer and handshaking

with the FPGA board. The FPGA board is composed of an

FPGA and multiple DDR or HBM modules depending on

the FPGA board model. The PCIE endpoint is used in a high

level passthrough interface to the DDR memory and to the

kernel Control and Status module. The MMU is responsible

for data fetch and store from and to the main DDR memory.

Control and Status module interacts with the software API

and is responsible for getting base pointers of the data and

parameters, and signals the end of computation. The DPN in

hardware is implemented directly with processes responsible

for iteration and execution on data and channels used for

data transfer and synchronization between processes.

The hardware implementation of the DPN is presented in

Figure 4 and is composed of processes (in blue) communicat-

ing through channels (in green).

Processes. have a control unit that computes the itera-

tions and control signals to the Inmuxes and Demuxes. The

Figure 4. High level diagram of the backend implementation

of a DPN.

Inmux is responsible of fetching data from the Buffers and

Demuxes to store the data into output Buffers. All these units

make an extensive use of piece-wise affine functions, which

are efficiently synthesized as DAGs, using the technique de-

scribed in [6]. These units communicate over a long pipelined

bus with channels. This bus allows for better operating tim-

ings of the circuit. The communication protocol is a buffered

handshake. The datapath as an instantiation of a statement

using using FloPoCo automatic operator generation tool [11].

The tool allows for custom arithmetic operator generation

based on target, required frequency and arithmetic precision.

Custom pipeline improves timing and custom precision im-

prove the resource usage of the FPGA. Based on the required

operator the tool will instantiate it using LUT, RAMB and

DSP resource available on an FPGA.

Channels. When the channels are not typed as a FIFO by

the front-end, they are implemented as an addressable buffer.

We synthesize a RAM memory and a synchronization unit

[5]. Thanks to an affine predicate using the producer and

the consumer schedule, the synchronization unit receives

the iterations from the producer and the consumer, and un-

locks the read and the writes transactions. The RAM unit is

implemented in FPGA using RAMB resources.

7 Experimental Results
This section presents the experimental results obtained from

our HLS compiler, implementing the ideas described in this

paper.

Experimental Setup. As experimental setup we use as

target the XCVU9P-L2FSGD2104E FPGA found on VCU1525

board from Xilinx with a 64 GB of quad DIMM DDR mem-

ory with a maximum theoretical bandwidth of 76.8 GB/s.

For synthesis and simulation, we use Xilinx Vivado version

18.3. We can generate a FPGA specific hardware system for

Intel FPGAs as well and for many targets, Arria 10, Stratix10

and other generations. However for clearness purpose, we

use just one vendor. In Table 1, we present the simulation

and synthesis results. The examples presented here were

taken from the Polybench library [28]. We use small dataset
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and parallelization levels for reasonable low level hardware

simulation times (less than one hour per example). Even

thought our compiler generates the hardware compute accel-

erator under 10 minutes, hardware simulation of Polybench

Large dataset on a highly parallel system, i.e. full FPGA usage

takes weeks. The examples use single precision floating point

format. The synthesis results includes only the light blue

hardware modules from figure 3. The rest of the modules are

assumed to be the Board Support Package (BSP) related and

use a constant amount of FPGA resources for all the kernels.

The Kernel/par16 means that the kernel is parallelized by

16: when the tiles are 3-dimensional (GEMM), the two first

dimensions are split by 4, when the tiles are 2-dimensional

(BICG, Jacobi1D) the first dimension is split by 16.

Analysis. The purpose of this section is to present how

the DPN model implemented in hardware behaves in a real

HPC hardware environment. As opposed to embedded en-

vironment, when most of the time data is streamed or is

present in the local chip SRAM (called Block RAM in FP-

GAs), an HPC integration requires addressing and testing

integration issues related to bus and memory turnaround

latencies, wide burst transfers, compute process location

and data distribution in the FPGA. All these require data

flow synchronization protocols to be included deep inside

the DPN model. As compared to manual implementation

of an embedded kernel, our system aware implementation

will use more hardware resources due to complex control

flow and synchronization and will have some performance

penalty as compared to ideal no control flow implementa-

tion. For example a GEMM systolic local memory access only

implementation will use less FPGA logic resources such as

LUTs (no control flow) and similar amount of DSP resources

(multiply accumulate part).

We will continue with the analysis of the experimental

results table. We chose small tile sizes for our experimenta-

tion limited by our parallelization levels and data set size.

Modern FPGAs can fit tiles sizes hundreds of time bigger.

One can implement a DPN on most FPGAs, even the smallest

ones by parametrizing the resource vectors in the input of

the compiler. The smallest DPN would be one with a tile of

1 element and a parallelization of 1. However, this will have

high performance impact due to startup latency and hand-

shaking ping-pong. The model can be theoretically deployed

on non-FPGA targets, but this is for now an open research

question.

In order to asses the scalability penalty of parallelization

of the system, we benchmark the sequential (one parallel

unit) and a parallelized by 16 version. We measure multiple

performance indicators such as clock cycles from start to

finish, the amount of data read and written to/from the ex-

ternal DDR memory, clock period, and FPGA resources such

as LUTs (small lookup tables used in implementing boolean

logic function – mostly used for control), RAMB36/18 - num-

ber of Block RAMS of 36kbit and 18kbit, URAM - 288kbits

72bit wide block RAMs and DSP (Digital Signal Processing

blocks) that implement multiplications. We use all the pa-

rameters to asses the scalability of the system as the full

FPGA system performance will be limited by all of them.

One can chose the number of clock cycles in order to

asses the performance effectiveness of the parallelization.

For example BIGC shows almost linear level of paralleliza-

tion scalability for both tiled and non tiled versions. On the

other hand GEMM and Jacobi1D does not scale linearly. This

is due to radically different model and implementation of

our compiler compared to embedded system ones. The anal-

ysis of the signal traces in the hardware simulation shows

that the problem lies in the handshacking protocol used to

synchronize and transfer data between processes through

a buffer. The hardware was designed for big tiles (big tile

sizes in full FPGA design) and since the parallelization cuts

the original tile in small pieces for each parallel process, the

data throughput through buffers suffers due to ping pong

synchronization of control flow introducing many voids in

the pipelined communication bus. However, this should not

be the case for much bigger per parallel process tiles (starting

at 128 × 128 × 128).
One of the highly limiting performance factors of HPC

systems is the memory wall problem. By comparing our data

reads and writes to original non tiled version of the appli-

cation, we can observe that our automatic tiling techniques

reduce significantly the memory bandwidth required. For

a large system with large domains such optimizations are

mandatory, as an embedded low/no control flow kernel will

stall most of the time waiting for the data from the DDR.

Such techniques can be applied manually for simple exam-

ples such as GEMM before writing the code for example for

OpenCL, however algorithms such as Jacobi1D are much

more difficult to tile manually, incurring significant debug-

ging and tuning times from the FPGA programmer.

We estimate the clock period (frequency) of the circuit. As

can be seen highly pipelined busses scale well with paral-

lelization and induce only a fraction of the penalty even in

highly complex examples such as Jacobi1D that have many

data dependences (i.e.many communication busses) that put

pressure on the routing resources of the FPGA (configurable

communication wires present on the FPGAs). We estimate

that the clock frequency will remain stable even on very

large FPGAs such as VU57p from Xilinx.

FPGA usage of resources is another limiting factor in par-

allelization. Generally the parallelization level will be limited

by the first resource that achieve saturation of the FPGA

usage. Our compiler can generate systems that use most of

the resources by implementing for example FPGA resources

such as DSP using LUTs, or DSP using LUTs. If we analyze

the LUTs usage between a parallelized and non parallelized
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Table 1. Resource usage and timings.

Kernel Tile Dataset Clock cycles Our data RW GB Orig data RW GB Clock period ns LUT RAMB36 RAMB18 URAM DSP

GEMM 32 × 32 × 32 SMALL 484770 0.000147 0.005038 4.5 10275 97 13 0 41

GEMM/par16 32 × 32 × 32 SMALL 110044 - - 5.2 74531 425 104 0 131

BIGC 32 × 32 SMALL 295224 0.000132 0.000375 3.4 13237 88 17 1 4

BIGC/par16 32 × 32 SMALL 20816 - - 4.1 104992 538 168 0 64

Jacobi1D 64 × 64 MEDIUM 45010 0.000016 0.000890 2.4 12987 112 11 0 0

Jacobi1D/par16 64 × 64 MEDIUM 19328 - - 2.9 94136 322 191 0 0

version, we use mostly × 7 times only for a 16 level of par-

allelization. This is due to a fixed part managing the tiles

present in both parallelized and non parallelized versions,

due to logarithmic resource usage in all the data transfer

between the tile managing unit and the independent parallel

units and due to the low resource usage in communication

between adjacent parallel processes. This proves the imple-

mentation of the DPN is highly scalable with sub linear

overhead on the LUT resources. The RAM resources of a

parallel system increase by a factor between 3 and 7 and this

is counter-intuitive, as we divided the tiles between parallel

processes. Some of it is related to the distribution of data to

parallel processes and the limitations of the FPGAs. Com-

pared to GPUs that have true multi-port SRAM memories,

BRAM on FPGA are only dual-port. Let us take the exam-

ple of GEMM that requires 131kb of BRAM per tile for the

array A. The distribution of this RAM for the input array

A to parallel processes along the direction of the j loop is

in the broadcast mode, i.e. data must be replicated, as no

multi-reader is allowed on a dual port memory. The distri-

bution of B in the direction of the i loop, data is distributed
as smaller chunks assigned to individual processes. With a

parallelization factor of 4 in the direction of i and j loops,
the overhead in data usage should be 4. We observe a little

bit more than that due to sub-optimal data placement of the

Xilinx placer that chose to use 18kb memories for 32kbit

of data. For a full design, the Xilinx placer chooses better

placing and packing of resources. DSP (multiplication) re-

source usage increase is linear for BIGC and smaller than

linear for the rest of the examples. In our implementation

the DSP usage increase logarithmically, as they are not only

used for computation on data, but also for computation of

the load/store address from the DDR memory. The current

implementation of our backend is not yet fully optimized:

compared to a manual implementation it would consume

more LUT resources. However, the overall performance for

most applications will not suffer as FPGAs have hundreds

of times more LUTs than DSP blocks used for multiplication

usually required in HPC applications. In the long term our

performance should be similar to a manual implementation

and this is a topic of future research.

We analyzed the performance scalability on all the impor-

tant performance metrics for an HPC application accelera-

tion. Such an analysis is much more complex than on other

systems due to the heterogenity of the FPGA architecture

and the diversity of the applications. It is much more com-

plex than a standard CPU roofline model. We conclude that

the DPN model with presented implementation has good

scalability for HPC application acceleration on FPGA tar-

gets.

8 Related Work
This section presents the related work. First, we discuss the

dataflow models of interest for HLS. Then, we discuss the

approaches for HLS using the polyhedral model.

Dataflow Models and HLS. Dataflow models of execu-

tion express naturally the parallelism and serve as parallel

programming languages or intermediate representation for

parallelizing compilers. Since Kahn process networks [21],

many domain-specific variants were introduced to target

synchronous systems [22] and streaming applications for

embedded systems [17, 20, 27]. Unlike RPN, none of these

models are defined as a translation of a program. In particu-

lar, there is no direct way to “tile” these models and define

a data spilling system as for DPN. This flexibility is a major

added-value.

Polyhedral process networks [42] is the first attempt to

propose a compilation-oriented dataflow model of compu-

tation for polyhedral programs. PPN were initially designed

as a coarse-grain model of computation for heterogeneous

systems [34]. Then, as a fine-grain intermediate represen-

tation for HLS [39, 41] with a direct parallel partitionning

strategy. As PPN target embedded applications with a small

footprint, no spilling mechanism was proposed. In the semi-

nal definition, polyhedral process networks are restricted to

one statement per process. Ad-hoc transformations (process

splitting/merging) were also proposed [25]. RPN might be

view as a general formalism to express the partitioning of

computations into processes and the partitioning of commu-

nications (direct dependences) into channels.

Polyhedral HLS. Since the seminal work on systolic cir-

cuit synthesis [13, 30, 32], most polyhedral approaches for

HLS focus on source-level transformations in front of an HLS

tool – typically VivadoHLS [44]. This includes polyhedral

loop transformations to enable parallelism, pipelining and

fine-grain communication [48], throughput improvement

[24], off-chip memory transfer minimisation [2, 7, 29] or

more recently systolic array generation [45].
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These approaches are inherently bounded by the HLS

tool, the lack of clear semantic for the input langage, where

prescribing a dataflow execution can be very difficult; and

the lack of documentation for the translation schemes. Also,

polyhedral code generators need to be improved, in partic-

ular to reduce the control overhead [47]. Another subtle

limitation is inherent to the polyhedral model itself. Affine

scheduling, when considered globally, prescribes fork-join

parallelism, but not dataflow parallelism. For instance, it is

not possible to prescribe a dataflow execution for a simple

producer/consumer on a multidimensional array. With our

DPN process networks, we overcome that issue structurally
at the langage level.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed the data-aware process net-

works, a dataflow low-level intermediate representation for

high-level synthesis of HPC kernels, using polyhedral com-

pilation techniques. We show how both data-aware process

networks and polyhedral process networks might be view

as specializations of a more general compilation oriented

dataflow model of computation: the regular process net-

works. In particular, we show that regular process networks

induces a general compilation methodology, and we show

how to instanciate it on the DPN case to compile an FPGA

circuit configuration from a C-level algorithmic description.

Finally, experimental results show the effectiveness of our

approach.

In the future, we plan to extend our compilation scheme

with multibanking, as required for HBM and novel resource

factorization schemes. Also, we plan to investigate new RPN

instances to target heterogeneous systems with multiple

hardware accelerators (including FPGAs and GPUs).
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